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Attributes

Software is built on a decade of industry experience and insight. Designed to fit the real world through 
comprehensive understanding of the organization of advertising sales workflow. We estimate that 60% 
of the AEs selling cable sell with our software.

For most of adSails’AE users, our sales system is the sovereign application—the forward window on 
their screen throughout the day. It replaces the entire paper trail.

Scalable data structure which, if desired, could sell to all cable zones on one line and distribute that 
traffic to as many centers as exist in the USA. 

Data replication to the SQL database of your choice, from multiple sites if needed.

Thin-client deployment allows for use wherever the internet is available, including wireless for laptop 
or PDA. Distributed deployment available when server-based system is not desired.

Integrates all departments with layered and protected access to data for sales assistants, local and 
regional managers, marketing, traffic, and production personnel, as well as those at the corporate level.

Software allows enforceable standardization of sales practices across the organization.

Features

Handles all aspects of the order, from “scratch sheet” through revisions, while integrating CRM for 
account management, activity reporting, and financial projections.

Ground-breaking Order Approval and Export System tracks and controls orders from AE to sales 
manager, business, and traffic.

Rate card system with hundreds of permutations to fit the needs of local managers, including automatic 
yield management adjustments for inventory changes. Number of rate cards in a system is unlimited. 

Avails clearance provides AEs with information on sellout levels using inventory tables from traffic
system.

New Pipeline Sales Activity system both fits and enhances existing sales activity reporting, such as the 
several variations of the WAR Report and churn reports. 

New AE Budget Planner sets monetary and activity goals based upon historical data and either budgets
or desired income.

Integrates sales of various products such as spot, internet, photo, magazine, and direct mail advertising
into a single sales system.

Horizontal integration with the four cable traffic systems and all major research systems.
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Our driving focus is to offer IT departments a solution without problems. 
That’s why we offer distribution models for any network configuration. And 
because we take 90% of our tech support calls live, users work through 
any problems with us, not you. Plus at adSails we can serve it up any 
way you want it—thin or thick clients, served or distributed, across a LAN 
or WAN, for five users or five thousand. When it comes to sophisticated 
solutions to your company’s needs, we’re here to solve problems, not 
create them. 

• Served data is sheltered, secure, and backed up
• Updates are made with one system-wide fix versus individual patches on each 
   client computer

• Client-created applications and settings have no impact on the adSails 
  environment
• Served deployment means your users cannot break it

• Staff that is knowledgeable on IT, Management, and AE levels
• 90% of all calls are taken live
• We remove the need for IT staff to become involved in end-user support
• Always available and capable to work with IT to solve problems
• Web support software aids in fast diagnosis of end-user issues

• Enhances IT’s reputation as the “get-it-done guys”
• Once operational, maintenance is hands-free

• Low client requirements demand less processing power and hard drive space,  
  extending the lifetime of client computers  
• The only client requirement is a connection to the Internet

• Well-defined vertical means functionality is already tailored to industry needs
• Customization costs are leveraged across the industry, giving our clients greater 
  functionality at less cost
• We work with clients at the corporate level to report data to company specification

For IT Departments
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